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Moving fire forward... 

An 88,000-acre portion of Missouri’s Mark Twain National Forest (MTNF) is currently off-limits to prescribed 
fire, after a Missouri legislator ushered a short-term burn moratorium through Congress in the December 2015 
appropriations bill. He was responding to timber industry opposition to a project in which fire was being used to 
re-establish shortleaf pine – bluestem woodlands.  

Last spring and summer residents in a different part of the MTNF had protested an ambitious, landscape-scale 
plan to restore glades and oak woodlands. Managers there were planning to use prescribed fire, chainsaws and 
herbicides to kill encroaching red cedar and to thin dense stands of declining red oak.  

In both cases, science was a strong factor in 
forest managers’ decision-making process. The 
native ecosystems were degraded in both locales. 
Species now rare had previously thrived there, like 
collared lizards on the glades, and the endangered 
red-cockaded woodpecker in the shortleaf pine 
areas. Research has demonstrated that both types 
of ecosystems are fire-dependent and that 20th 
century fire suppression has played a role in their 
decline.  

But as public land managers experienced in 
both cases: environmental science does not 
necessarily trump social or economic 
considerations when it comes to forest 
management. All three come into play when 
making forest management plans. Further, science 
– particularly fire science – is still developing and 
doesn’t have all the answers to protestors’ 
concerns.  

Concepts and studies related to these issues can provide insight. The Forest Service’s 2010 National Report on 
Sustainable Forests says that to be truly sustainable, forestry practices should not only be environmentally sound, 
but also socially acceptable and economically viable. The nested three-circle graphic represents this 
interdependence. The report’s authors said the core idea is that “the benefits of nature are irreplaceable and that 
the entire economy is reliant on society, which in turn is entirely dependent on the environment.” They 
emphasized that on-the-ground decisions have impacts beyond the forest, which can generate conflicts that 
cannot be resolved solely within the boundaries of the forest. 

These general ideas can be applied to the use of prescribed fire within forests. But to do that, it would be 
helpful to understand social attitudes and values relating to prescribed fire. In a 2006 Forest Service study that 
looked at “key variables that influence approval or disapproval” of prescribed fire, researcher Sarah McCaffrey 
found that people who have a negative opinion about the practice are primarily concerned about smoke and/or 
the potential for fires to escape. To a lesser degree, study participants cited wildlife impacts and aesthetics as 
concerns. Positive attitudes about prescribed fire, the study shows, tend to be held by people who trust the 
agency conducting the burn, or who understand the ecological benefits of fire, or who have direct 
experience with prescribed fire. A closer look at the areas of contention show how these ideas and research 
findings play out in the two Missouri cases.  

SOCIAL & SCIENTIFIC VALUES COLLIDE IN TWO MISSOURI  
PRESCRIBED BURN PROJECTS 

A contributed article by  
Denise Henderson Vaughn 

Nested three-circle graphic. Photos used with permission, provided 
by U.S. Forest Service and Microsoft online photos.   

http://www.oakfirescience.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Oak-Woodlands-and-Forests-Fire-Consortium/302945966434157
https://twitter.com/#!/oakfirescience
http://vimeo.com/oakfirescience
mailto:oakfirescience@gmail.com
http://www.fs.fed.us/research/sustain/national-report.php
http://www.fs.fed.us/research/sustain/national-report.php
http://www.nrs.fs.fed.us/pubs/8448
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This study investigated the interaction between prescribed fire and a warm season annual 
grass that is aggressively invading deciduous forests in at least 28 eastern U.S. states. Of Asian 
origin, Microstegium vimineum (Trin.) A. Camus, or stiltgrass, often colonizes disturbed areas, 
though it also tolerates low light conditions and thus can thrive in mature, closed-canopy 
forests. It can stifle native tree seedlings and suppress native herbaceous plants.  

 

While interactions between fire and non-native grasses have been studied in arid ecosystems 
(see Brooks et al. 2004), such investigations have been rare in mesic systems. The researchers 
experimented on a landscape scale to evaluate interactions between fire and stiltgrass in an 
eastern U.S. temperate deciduous forest, and they assessed the impact of these interactions on 
tree regeneration. In particular, they wanted to determine if fires in invaded areas had higher 
levels of intensity. 

During 2009 and 2010, the researchers applied large-scale prescribed fires to invaded and 
uninvaded forest stands that contained natural tree regeneration and that also had been 
planted with native tree seedlings. They measured fire intensity and later evaluated survival 
and growth of tree seedlings and stiltgrass. 

 

The study took place in the 20,647-hectare Big Oaks National Wildlife Refuge (BONWR) in southeastern Indiana, of which some 800 hectares have been 
invaded by stiltgrass. The research sites were in mixed deciduous mesic forests that were either mature or intermediate age, and were dominated by American 
beech (Fagus grandifolia), oaks (Quercus spp.), red maple (Acer rubrum), black walnut (Juglans nigra), sweet gum (Liquidambar styraciflua), tulip tree (Liriodendron 
tulipifera), and sycamore (Platanus occidentalis). In the understory, dominant plants included 
spicebush (Lindera benzoin), viburnum (viburnum spp.), and greenbrier (Smilax spp.). These sites 
had previously been disturbed by humans, either through prescribed fires or timber harvests. 
Fire continues to be used at BONWR as a tool to promote oak regeneration and to keep 
savanna areas open.  

 

The researchers’ methods involved setting up four types of plots: invaded and burned; 
invaded but unburned; uninvaded and burned; and uninvaded and unburned. All plots were 
established in areas with similar topographic characteristics and plant communities. Invaded 
plots had at least 75% cover of stiltgrass and control plots had less than 10%. To provide 
comparable weather and fuel moisture conditions, at least one of the invaded and uninvaded 
plots were burned at any given time.  

 

Researchers planted hundreds of nursery-grown native seedlings, including red maple, tulip 
tree, and three oak species (Quercus alba, Q. velutina, and Q. macrocarpa). Locations and numbers 
of tree seedlings for both naturally sprouted and planted seedlings were recorded prior to and 
throughout the experiment. 

 

In both the control plots and the invaded plots, researchers assessed characteristics of fine 
fuel loads immediately prior to each fire by collecting and weighing grass and other fine fuels 
(biomass < 2 cm diameter) and by measuring  moisture content. 

 

During each fire, researchers recorded four key indicators of fire intensity: flame height, the 
percentage of area burned, the maximum temperature, and the number of seconds that a fire 
was hotter than 300°C, which is a typical average peak fire temperature in uninvaded eastern 
U.S. oak forests. The amount of time a tree stem is exposed to flame and heat is an important 
factor in its survival. 

 

Among the study’s results was an unexpected finding. Prior to setting the prescribed fires, 
researchers did not find any difference in the fine fuel loads — either in weight or moisture 
content — between uninvaded and invaded plots. Despite this lack of difference, and in keeping 
with researchers’ predictions, fires were significantly more intense in plots invaded by stiltgrass 
than in control plots, for three of the four key indicators. Flames rose 160% higher; the 
maximum temperature was 80% hotter; and fires remained at or above   300°C for 175% 
longer. However, the percentage of burned area was not significantly larger in invaded plots.  

 

Above: Prescribed fire moves through a stiltgrass thicket. Below: an 
invaded area that has not been burned. Photos: Luke Flory 
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RESEARCH HIGHLIGHT: 
Fire and non-native grass invasion interact to suppress tree regeneration  

in temperate deciduous forests 
 

S. Luke Flory, Keith Clay, Sarah M. Emery, Joseph R. Robb, Brian Winters 

Journal of Applied Ecology 2015, 52, 992–1000 

Moving fire forward... 

Management  Implications 
 

 Prescribed fires in forested areas invaded by 
stiltgrass (Microstegium vimineum) burned longer 
and more intensely, with fewer native tree seed-
lings surviving, compared with fires in areas 
where native plants dominated the understory.  

 Because fire facilitates stiltgrass growth and 
spread, land managers should consider remov-
ing encroaching stiltgrass prior to using pre-
scribed fire as a management tool, or avoid the 
use of fire in areas where stiltgrass has invaded. 

 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1365-2664.12437/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1365-2664.12437/abstract
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Moving fire forward... 
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Research Highlight, continued:  

Fire is used to promote oak dominance because oak seedlings can survive 
hotter fire temperatures than many other tree species (see Arthur et al. 2012 
for more on this point). Consistent with prior findings, in this study fire had 
no effect on oak seedling survival in uninvaded areas; however, oak survival 
significantly decreased in burned stiltgrass-invaded areas, due to increased 
fire temperatures and duration.  Seedlings of other species also died in large 
numbers in these plots.  

Not only did fire in stiltgrass-infested areas burn hotter and kill more 
tree seedlings, but fire also appears to promote vigor in the stiltgrass itself. 
In burned plots, stiltgrass biomass measured the same in consecutive years, 
despite the removal of biomass due to the fire. However, in unburned 
invaded areas, stiltgrass biomass decreased by 57% during those same years.  

This dual effect — killing tree seedlings but enhancing stiltgrass —
suggests that fire generates a positive feedback loop that will maintain 
stiltgrass stands and encourage further invasion.  

While the study did not investigate the mechanism by which stiltgrass 
leads to hotter fires, the researchers speculated that the extra heat may be 
caused by the plant’s physical characteristics rather than by either the 
quality or quantity of fuel, particularly because stiltgrass leaves have been 
shown to produce a comparatively low amount of heat when burned.  One 
possible explanation for the hotter fires may be that the plant’s stems do 
not decompose quickly, which could create a fuel bed structure that allows 
air to flow more freely than it does through fuel beds composed of native 
plants.  

As for the unburned plots, there was no difference between invaded and 
uninvaded areas in the survival rate of tree seedlings, whether naturally 
occurring or planted. However, in plots with stiltgrass invasions, the average 
number of tree seedlings that had naturally colonized the plot was 66 % less 
than in uninvaded plots.  

Least squares means (_ SE) of maximum fire temperatures (a), number of seconds 
fires were above 300 °C (b), maximum flame heights (c) and percentage area burned 
(d) in uninvaded reference (Ref) and M. vimineum-invaded plots. Data are averaged 
across 2009 and 2010 prescribed fires. Asterisks indicate significant differences at 
Bonferroni-corrected P < 0_0125.  

FOR FURTHER READING  

Arthur, MA., Alexander, H.d., Dey, D.C., Schweitzer, C.J. & Loftis, D.L. 

(2012) Refining the oak-fire hypothesis for management of oak-dominated 

forests of the eastern United States. Journal of Forestry. 110, 257-266.   
 

Brooks, M.L., D’Antonio, C.M., Richardson, D.M., Grace, J.B., Keeley, 
J.E., DiTomaso, J.M., Hobbs, R.J., Pellant, M. & Pyke, D. (2004) Effects of 
invasive alien plants on fire regimes. BioScience. 54, 677-688.  

In light of projections that climate change will increase fire frequency 
in areas currently invaded by stiltgrass, and the increasing amount of land 
undergoing prescribed fire management, the potential exists for exacerbat-
ing the interaction between fire and this rapidly expanding invasive grass. 
The authors say this could have important implications for forest 
biodiversity and they suggest that forest managers avoid application of 
prescribed fires in invaded areas until stiltgrass has been removed, 
preferably with a grass-specific herbicide.  

In summary, this study demonstrated that fire can interact with an 
invasive grass in temperate deciduous forests and have significant 
consequences by burning hotter and killing tree seedlings that otherwise 
survive fires, thereby creating a positive feedback loop that further 
promotes the invasive plant.  

 

This chart is reprinted with permission. © 2015 by British Ecological Society 

and the study authors. It originally appeared in “Fire and non-native grass 

invasion interact to suppress tree regeneration in temperate deciduous 

forests,” Journal of Applied Ecology, 52, 992–1000. 

HEADS UP!  Illinois Prescribed Fire Council 2016 Symposium 

Registration now open for this 1-day event with a dozen speakers 

February 10, 2016, 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., Champaign, Illinois 

Indiana Prescribed Fire Council Annual Meeting  

February 25th, 2016, Indianapolis, Indiana 

For registration and information, contact Chad Bladow 

(317) 829-3807, cbladow@tnc.org 

http://www.treesearch.fs.fed.us/pubs/40972
http://www.treesearch.fs.fed.us/pubs/40972
http://www.treesearch.fs.fed.us/pubs/40972
http://bioscience.oxfordjournals.org/content/54/7/677.abstract
http://bioscience.oxfordjournals.org/content/54/7/677.abstract
http://bioscience.oxfordjournals.org/content/54/7/677.abstract
https://www.fsi.illinois.edu/content/outreach/fire%20council/
mailto:cbladow@tnc.org
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SPOTLIGHT  
In an effort to introduce you to new people and information from the region, 
we interview fire practitioners and researchers about timely topics. In this 
issue, we asked these questions of Dave Engle, a natural resources professor at 
Oklahoma State University.  

What are some of the greatest fire research needs for 

Oklahoma?  

DE: A pressing need is better science to inform decision support systems for 
wildfire.  All too often, the fire services are unaware of conditions conducive 
to the spread of large wildfires until they are faced with a large fire. Real-time, 
fine resolution data on load of both dead and live fuels, and both live and 
dead fuel moisture are within reach of technology, but we lack the ability to 
monitor and predict these across broad large spatial scales and mix of fuel 
types typical in Oklahoma.  Our inability to manage fuels, an increasing issue in the wildland-urban interface, is another primary concern that deserves re-
search, perhaps focused on gaining a better understanding of decisions by property owners and the role of policy.  

What is your biggest concern when deciding to use fire to manage oak woodlands and forests?  

DE: In the past decade or so, spatial extent, severity, and damage from wildfire have increased markedly coincident with intense drought.  This pattern will 
likely continue or even worsen. 

In your opinion what is the greatest advantage to using prescribed fire when managing oak woodlands and forests?  

DE: The greatest advantage to using fire is that fire is a natural process under which ecosystems have developed.  Therefore, no other land management prac-
tice can substitute for fire.  All other options have one or more major deficiencies. 

 
Dave Engle, Stillwater, OK, is 
Regents Professor of Rangeland 
Ecology and Management in the 
Department of Natural Resource 
Ecology and Management at Okla-
homa State University.  He often 
participates in interdisciplinary 
research with a focus on fire ecolo-
gy and the interaction of fire with 
other factors, including grazing 
and the human element. 

Moving fire forward...  

Social & scientific values, continued:  
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Pineknot project generates timber industry objections    

Repeated, low-intensity prescribed fire is a primary tool used to reach and 
maintain desired conditions in the MTNF’s Fremont – Pineknot East 
Restoration Project in southwest Carter County, Missouri. The goal is to 
restore two plant communities: shortleaf pine-oak woodlands and shortleaf 
pine-bluestem woodlands, the latter listed by NatureServe as critically 
imperiled. Remnants of these communities exist, but much of the land where 
these two ecosystems formerly thrived has been overtaken by red oak-hickory 
forests during the last century, following extensive pine logging accompanied 
by fire suppression. 

The 10-year, $12.5 million Pineknot project is part the national 
Collaborative Forest Landscape Restoration Program (CFLRP).  While the 
plan calls for eventual treatment of 88,400 acres, areas where actual repeated 
burns have been conducted total about 27,000 acres.  

This restoration project is located in a heavily forested region with a high 
percentage of public land, and it supports a well-developed timber industry 
that specializes in oak, but the area’s aging red oaks are suffering widespread 
decline. 

 Timber industry resistance to the Pineknot CFLRP surfaced in the press 
during the summer of 2013. Among industry leaders’ key concerns: they 
objected to the project’s goal of a landscape-scale reduction of oak densities to 
create open woodlands – thus reducing future merchantable oak trees – 
particularly in light of worries that surviving trees would be damaged by fire 
and their timber value reduced. They also criticized waste; small diameter 
trees, not well-suited for existing markets, were being cut and left. Addition-
ally, industry chafed at a large pool of federal money being spent on a 
restoration goal rather than on conducting salvage timber sales for dying red 
oak in the MTNF, which they estimated would yield 50 million board feet per 
year.   

Industry leaders asked for field data to demonstrate whether burns were 

...Cont’d on Page 5 

Smoke envelops a part of the shortleaf pine—oak woodlands in the Pineknot area 
during a 4,125-acre prescribed burn conducted by the Forest Service on  
March 13, 2014.  Photo: Denise H. Vaughn 

achieving desired outcomes, and they wanted assurance that the project was 
not hindering removal of dead and dying trees elsewhere.  

http://www.fs.usda.gov/project/?project=39955
http://www.fs.usda.gov/project/?project=39955
http://www.natureserve.org/
http://www.fs.fed.us/restoration/CFLRP/
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Moving fire forward... 

The timber industry found allies in two Missouri legislators. A September 
2013 bill amendment sought to impose a burn ban upon the entire 1.5-
million acre Mark Twain, but failed when the parent bill did not pass. Then, 
with inclusion of a ban in the December 2015 must-pass appropriations bill, 
a Missouri senator succeeded in temporarily stopping burns. However, the 
moratorium only applies to the Pineknot CFLRP treatment area, and it is in 
effect only until the Forest Service conducts an economic analysis of the 
impacts of the burns on area forests. 

To fulfill the economic analysis requirement, forest economists at the 
University of Missouri produced a report, which is expected to be published 
shortly. However, it remains to be seen whether the review process moves 
quickly enough for controlled burning to resume on the Mark Twain prior to 
the end of the spring prescribed fire season.  

MTNF has been conducting salvage sales for dying red oak for decades, 
and planners prepared a large sale following passage of the Farm Bill in 
February 2014, which contained language that expedites their salvage logging 
opportunities. The comment period just closed for the Forest Health 
Initiative, a project involving commercial timber harvest and salvage on about 
47,000 acres where timber is deemed at-risk of losing its economic value due 
to decay. 

As for McCaffrey’s study on attitudes about prescribed fire, the typical 
complaints she cited didn’t gain much traction in the Pineknot case. A 
couple of local landowners vocally objected to smoke and displeasing 
aesthetics, but other neighbors disagreed, praising the prescribed fires. The 
latter seemed to exhibit traits that McCaffrey’s research found on the positive 
side: they had prior fire experience and some said they trusted the fire boss, 
who had established good relationships locally.  

Without a doubt, the restoration goal was at the core of the controversy. 
However valuable that goal may be ecologically and socially, it did not meet 
the economic concerns of a very large regional forest stakeholder, and that 
resulted in conflict. This case demonstrates the interconnectedness of those 
three main considerations in sustainable forest management. 

Butler Hollow residents resist landscape changes 

A very different dynamic developed in Butler Hollow, where public outcry 
during early 2015 was a factor when MTNF planners reworked their proposal 

and offered a new set of alternatives for a glade and woodland restoration 
plan in Barry County, near the Missouri-Arkansas line.  

MTNF originally intended to use logging, thinning, and fire to reduce 
tree densities by about 50 percent on a big part of the 18,000-acre project 
area, which in past centuries had been covered by fire-shaped dolomite 
glades and white oak woodlands. 

In this situation, social values dominated the objections, rather than 
economics. Restoration opponents framed the plan as deforestation and a 
timber industry giveaway. They voiced concerns about smoke inhalation, 
soil erosion, herbicide use, water quality, and fire as a force that “destroys 
everything.” They cited overstory tree mortality from an escaped control 
burn on nearby non-Forest Service property. 

But above all, aesthetic values throbbed in the heart of the debate.  
Protesting residents from both states wanted to keep their scenery intact on 
the glades, including the encroaching red cedar and declining red oak. An 
NPR report said residents feared “the region will lose its 21st century 
character.”  

During a contentious Forest Service meeting that was, NPR said, 
swarmed by “dozens of angry families,” one attendee took issue with a 
promise that the restoration would eventually look beautiful, saying “it 
looked beautiful before they started, as a forest. … I don’t think we need 
more meadows, more glades.” 

In that area, not far from Branson, tourism reigns but the forest 
products industry is not well developed. Unlike with the Pineknot project, 
nothing surfaced in public comments about industry holding concerns 
about a lack of future sawtimber. 

On the surface, this dispute is wholly about social values, but it can be 
argued that economics played at least a small role, because scenery has 
intrinsic economic value in an area that relies on tourism. 

The district ranger has not reached a decision on the Butler Hollow 
Project. Of the four alternatives currently under consideration, one calls for 
no action, a second closely resembles the original plan, a third is similar to 
the original but cuts out a few of the most controversial activities, and a 
fourth alternative significantly scales down the scope of the project. Forest 
administrators are finishing up environmental assessments now, and expect 
a final decision in March. 

The upshot 

Looking again at McCaffrey’s study, protester concerns in the Butler 
Hollow case were consistent with her findings about negative attitudes for 
prescribed fire. 

Both controversies, on their face, seem very different. Yet both fit into 
the model for sustainable forestry that calls for all forest management – and 
thus all prescribed fire projects –  to meet three criteria: to be environmen-
tally sound, socially acceptable, and economically viable. Protests emerged 
when these ecological restoration plans were, in one case, perceived as 
economically damaging, and as aesthetically upsetting in the other. 

A lesson here, repeated in many times and places, is that a successful 
forest manager will seek out stakeholders’ views and then will take their 
values into consideration when planning a project.  Good science is not 
enough. 

About the author: Journalist and science writer Denise Henderson Vaughn holds 
a master’s degree in environmental journalism from the University of Missouri. 
Working in the heart of the heavily forested Missouri Ozarks, she has been dissecting 
forest- and land-management controversies for newspaper readers for more than  
two decades. She currently serves as a media consultant for the Oak Wood- 
lands and Forests Fire Consortium.  

Pine was thinned but not utilized in this area of the Pineknot project. Later, a pre-
scribed fire ran hot and scorched remaining pine, killing some. Project opponents have 
criticized the hot fire and the waste of small diameter trees. Photo: Denise H. Vaughn 

Social & scientific values, continued:  
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http://www.westplainsdailyquill.net/news/local/article_3ff1b3c6-bf32-11e3-b993-001a4bcf6878.html
http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/cpquery/?&sid=cp114Y0kgW&r_n=sr070.114&dbname=cp114&&sel=TOC_213411&
http://www.fs.usda.gov/project/?project=47969
http://www.fs.usda.gov/project/?project=47969
http://fseee.org/index.php/ground-truth/dispatch/1004255
http://a123.g.akamai.net/7/123/11558/abc123/forestservic.download.akamai.com/11558/www/nepa/97838_FSPLT3_2553138.pdf
http://a123.g.akamai.net/7/123/11558/abc123/forestservic.download.akamai.com/11558/www/nepa/97838_FSPLT3_2553138.pdf
http://kuaf.com/post/feud-butler-hollow#stream/0
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UPCOMING EVENTS 

Please contribute your event announcements. Send information to: oakfirescience@gmail.com  

See our calendar at oakfirescience.com for a full schedule of upcoming events 

February 3-5th, 2016: Missouri Natural Resources Conference 
Osage Beach, MO, for more information CLICK HERE 
February 10, 2016:  Illinois Prescribed Fire Council Symposium  
Illinois Fire Service Institute, Champaign, IL, for more information CLICK HERE  

February 25, 2016:  Indiana Prescribed Fire Council Annual Meeting 
Efroymson Conservation Center, Indianapolis, IN, for more information contact Chad Bladow: cbladow@tnc.org 

March 28-31, 2016:  20th Central Hardwood Forest Conference  
University of Missouri-Columbia, for more information CLICK HERE  

April 1, 2016:  Prescribed Fire and Woodland Management Field Tour 
Rudolf Bennitt Conservation Area, near Columbia, Mo, for more information CLICK HERE  

May 2, 2016: Fire Science in the Ouachitas: The Pine-Bluestem Buffalo Road Tour 
Ouachita National Forest, near Waldron, AR, for more information CLICK HERE 
May 3, 2016:  Glade and Fire Management at City Rock Bluff Field Tour 
Ozark-St. Francis National Forest, near Calico Rock, AR, for more information CLICK HERE 

May 4, 2016:  Prescribed Burning as a Forest Management Method Field Tour 
Batesville, AR, for more information CLICK HERE 

May 4-5, 2016: Arkansas Wildlife Habitat Restoration on Private Lands Conference 
Batesville, AR, for more information CLICK HERE 

Moving fire forward... 

May 2     Pine-Bluestem Buffalo Road Field Tour (Ouachita National Forest) 

May 3     Prescribed Fire and Glade Management at Calico Rock Field Tour  
(Sylamore Ranger District, Ozark-St. Francis National Forest) 

May 4     Prescribed Fire as a Forest Management Method  Field Tour 
 (UA Forestry and Livestock Station, Batesville, AR)  

May 4-5  Wildlife Habitat Restoration on Private Lands Conference 
 (UA Forestry and Livestock Station, Batesville, AR)  

Arkansas Fire Tour Registration is OPEN! 
May 2-5, 2016 

3 Field Tours, 1 Conference! 

Get all of the details and register at www.oakfirescience.com 
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http://www.oakfirescience.com/calendar/
http://www.mnrc.org/
https://www.fsi.illinois.edu/content/outreach/fire%20council/
mailto:cbladow@tnc.org
http://oak.snr.missouri.edu/centralhardwood/
http://www.oakfirescience.com/events-webinars-source/2016/4/1/prescribed-fire-and-woodland-management-field-tour
http://www.oakfirescience.com/events-webinars-source/2016/5/2/fire-science-in-the-ouachitas-the-pine-bluestem-buffalo-road-tour
http://www.oakfirescience.com/events-webinars-source/2016/5/3/glade-and-fire-management-at-city-rock-bluff
http://www.oakfirescience.com/events-webinars-source/2016/1/14/prescribed-burning-as-a-forest-management-method-field-tour
http://www.uaex.edu/environment-nature/wildlife/conferences/
http://www.oakfirescience.com/

